
how to improve Speaking: 

the more you talk to yourself whether aloud or in your mind the more fluent you become.  

1. choose a topic every day and talk about it for more than half an hour with yourself ( don’t be 

worried about speaking correct just focus on speed. Whatever comes to your mind say) 

2. put yourself in different situation for example imagine you a dentist, professor, taxi driver. 

Keep talking about as those people in your dreams. 

3. Read a lot aloud of course. Reading aloud does magic in your speaking. 

4. Shadowing: listen to something pause it repeat exactly the same as the speaker play, pause 

play … this technique improves your speaking, pronunciation, listening, intonation… 

5. record your voice listen to that correct yourself make it better then record and talk about the 

same thing do the same. 

6. make everything around yourself English 

 

 

 

 

How to practice Writing 

1. Start by writing your dairy. If you don’t have one so fabricate or make up one.  

2. start by writing great sentences.  

3. learn how to write a well-developed paragraph 

4. what are the different parts of an essay learn them and practice writing great ones.  

5. every day write something a letter or an essay even if you don’t know how doesn’t matter 

just write.  

6. practice according what your teacher is going to teach you.  

7. learn how to punctuate. 

 

 

How to practice reading and vocabulary 

1. English means reading. If you read a lot your grasp of English will be perfect. By reading you 

will learn and improve vocabulary, speaking, grammar at the same time you are getting ideas for 

your writing more over it helps you to write better because you are reading other’s writings. So 

read as much as you can.  



2. read magazines for fun. If you are reading something for fun don’t check all the words you 

don’t know in the dictionary. Check the ones which makes it difficult for you to understand the 

whole meaning.  

3. you must have a vocabulary notebook. In that you write the word: meaning of that example 

of that and your example. Don’t forget writing the words is not important reviewing them every 

now and then from the beginning is crucial. More important is to use those words in your 

writing and in your speaking.  

4. read stories everyday at least 15 min.  don’t ask what just read whatever is in English it is 

awesome.  

5. read as many IELTS reading as possible there are lot of them available on the internet.  

6. there is a book called collocation in use intermediate and advanced it is perfect.  

7. vocabulary for ielts intermediate and advanced is perfect.  

 

 

 

How to practice listening 

Listening is something which you can do all the time passively or actively. Do that.  

1. transcribe: listen to an audio whatever the preferred accent is British. Write down all the 

words of the speakers at the beginning you won’t be very fast but little by little by practicing you 

will be able to do that.  

2. listen for details sometimes.  

3. listen for general ideas.  

4. shadowing in the speaking part is used again in this part.  

5. watch TV shows.  

6. watch movies. The point is that try to learn things don’t watch things in a passive way.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Sat Listening 1H Reading 1.5H Writing 30 min Speaking 2H 

Sun Writing 1 hour Listening 1h  Reading 1 Speaking 1.5 

Mon Review/writing Speaking 1 h Listening 1 h Reading 2 hours 

Tue Reading 2 hours  Listening 1h Speaking 1 h Writing 30 min 

Wend Speaking 1h Writing 1 h Listening 1 h Reading 1.5 

 

Recommended resources: Internet 

1. Collocation in use 

2. vocabulary for ielts 

3. Cambridge ielts series 

4. Collins books for ielts 

5. mindset for ielts 

6. active reading 

7. short stories 

8. tactics for listening 

9. you tube 

10 ted talks 

11. BBC radio application on mobile different channels 

12. college writing  

13. sample writings for ielts 

14. studying and working on whatever I teach you 

15. don’t need to learn Grammar I will teach you all the things you need.  

 

 


